ABSTRACT
Self-experiments allow people to explore what behavioral changes lead to improved health and wellness. However, it is challenging to run such experiments in a scientifically valid way that is also flexible and able to accommodate the realities of daily life. We present a set of design principles for guided self-experiments that aim to lower this barrier to self-experimentation. We demonstrate the value of the principles by implementing them in SleepBandits, an integrated system that includes a smartphone application for sleep experiments. SleepBandits guides users through the steps of a single-case experiment, automatically collecting data from the built-in sensors and user input and calculating and presenting results in real-time. We released SleepBandits to the Google Play Store and people voluntarily downloaded and used it. Based on the data from 365 active users from this in-the-wild study, we discuss opportunities and challenges with the design principles and the SleepBandits system.
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INTRODUCTION
“Scientific wellness” is an approach championed by Leroy Hood that combines behavior coaching with insights from an individual’s genetics to create highly personalized treatments for reaching tailored goals [38]. It suggests that insights from personal data can be more effective than generalized advice. For example, the National Sleep Foundation’s recommendation [18] to “go to bed early” is well-intended, but may harm “night owls” who have biologically different circadian rhythms.

In this work, we build on the idea of “scientific wellness,” but focus solely on behavioral data from users who conduct “self-experiments.” These are experiments in which the experimenter is also the only subject and chooses what behavior to change in order to observe its effects. We developed a set of design principles for such guided self-experiments where the goal is to maximize user agency by identifying interventions that work specifically for the self-experimenter. We implemented these principles in the domain of sleep since it is a focus of commonly conducted self-experiments, and allows for objective measures such as time to fall asleep and awakenings per hour [13, 45]. Sleep problems are estimated to impact over 70 million people in the United States alone, resulting in $50 billion of lost productivity annually [33].

While self-tracking apps are popular among the general public with 10 million+ downloads on the Google Play and App Store, user compliance to continued tracking and behavior change is highly variable. Thus, it is crucial to evaluate our principles with a real-world implementation in the wild. This requires combining the natural environment of a consumer app with the statistical analysis of an empirical research study. We designed, developed, and deployed a mobile app called SleepBandits to the Google Play Store (the published name on the app store is SleepCoacher). Users voluntarily downloaded and used it without any direct interaction with the authors. Like other consumer apps, we used online marketing strategies such as paid advertising campaigns and social media to recruit users.

Participants in previous studies [11, 12] experienced tracking fatigue if the experiment was too long or burdensome: a loss of interest in tracking because of the time and effort required to achieve a meaningful outcome. Thus, we explored an experimental design that alleviates these issues while nudging towards higher scientific validity. Rather than a classical experimental approach or a randomized controlled trial, our method is user-centric, focusing on incorporating the flexibility people need to conduct an experiment in their daily lives.

Our implementation uses Thompson Sampling, a Bayesian approach, to analyze the data so that users receive results relatively early, which helps avoid tracking fatigue. Users receive a probabilistic outcome of what affects their sleep after only a few nights of tracking rather than several weeks. This study compares two designs: in one, users were shown the calculated result of their experiment after 2 nights in each condition (total of 4 nights minimum). In the other, they had to spend 5 nights in each condition before seeing the result summary (10 nights minimum). We find that although a 10-
night study period is more rigorous, it may be too long for users as only 7% of those in the 10-night group reached a result compared to 17% in the 4-night group.

Our contribution is twofold. We present a set of proposed design principles for guided flexible self-experiments and an implementation of an open source system, SleepBandits, that embodies the proposed principles in the form of a robust app available on the Google Play Store. We discuss how this self-experimentation system maximizes user agency, and investigate how 365 active users chose an experiment, how long they conducted it for, whether the flexibility of the approach made self-experimentation appealing to novices, and what can be further improved in the design principles.

RELATED WORK

Existing Systems and Frameworks for Self-Experiments

Self-experimentation has been applied to a variety of fields and even led to the discovery of metabolism [16]. Paco [17] and Galileo [50] are two systems that help people conduct self-experiments in a non-lab setting. However, neither system is optimized for novice users to design their experiments: users either have to share their data with the creators of an existing experiment, or get overwhelmed with the multitude of forms to fill out when creating their own experiments. While these approaches might be ideal for a more advanced self-experimenter, it is unclear whether they are simple and straightforward enough for a broad audience.

QuantifyMe [45] and SleepCoacher [14] are two systems aimed specifically at guiding novices through the steps of the self-experiment in a simpler manner. However, they both lack the flexibility in experiment choice and study length that people need. QuantifyMe, for example, allowed users to choose one of only four preset experiments, and its six-week study approach was too strict (only one of the 13 participants completed an experiment) [45]. SleepCoacher, focused on self-experiments in sleep, assigned people an experiment rather than letting them select one. It was also not tailored to be a robust system for self-experiments and it required a 3-week experiment length, which led to tracking fatigue and loss of interest in experimentation [14]. Furthermore, both systems were evaluated with participants recruited through campus mailing lists which do not represent the general population.

TummyTrials [23], another self-experimentation app with a focus on irritable bowel syndrome, applied a framework for self-experimentation in personalized health [24]. It allowed users to set the length of their experiment beforehand (default was 12 days, 6 per condition), but they were not able to change it once the experiment began. The participants were also not completely autonomous in setting up their experiments: they received guidance from the researchers as to what hypotheses they might test and how to interpret the experiment results. The study identified areas for future improvement such as: (1) using domain experts to design a list of valid experiments and dependent variables that people can choose from, (2) incorporating “flexibility in the design to have tolerance for missing or corrupted data and ensuring common failure points are accounted for in the design,” and (3) seeking a balance between scientific rigor and the reality of everyday life [23].

Our design principles build on the findings from existing self-experimentation frameworks and systems and introduce the flexibility to account for conducting such experiments independently in the wild. With these principles, users can select what interventions they want to try, which variable they want to focus on, as well as for how long they want to conduct an experiment. Furthermore, while our principles still guide users towards a specific condition each day, they tolerate actual user compliance in the interest of flexibility and user agency.

Comprehensible Results

An important design consideration identified by existing systems is how to display the self-experiment results to users. Previous studies have used difference of means or p-values to generate results [14, 23, 45]; however, the statistics surrounding null-hypothesis testing can be confusing for the lay audience [12, 46]. Probabilities, on the other hand, have been shown to be easier to understand if reported reliably [35]. However, it is important to acknowledge that probabilities still require a level of numeracy that not all potential users possess.

Dynamic Experimentation and Thompson Sampling

Multi-armed bandit algorithms have been used to ensure that data from experiments yield practical improvements. They have been applied to testing in educational games [31], identifying effective explanations and feedback messages [51, 52], activities for mental health [36], and interventions for behavior change [26]. While there are many algorithms for solving these problems, Bayesian approaches of multi-armed bandit algorithms like Thompson Sampling [1, 8] may be more easily interpreted by users [52, 46]. Our current work investigates whether such an algorithm provides users with a clear way to understand their self-experiment results.

In contrast to null-hypothesis testing, Thompson Sampling provides easily understandable numeric results that update rapidly with the user’s progress (e.g., 64% chance that “earplugs” is better than “no earplugs”). In health, it offers an advantage over traditional A/B testing because the user is instructed earlier and more frequently to follow the condition that is more likely to improve their sleep. This helps users achieve their health goals sooner and may also reduce tracking fatigue.

Actigraphy and Non-Clinical Sleep Studies

If a person wishes to improve their sleep, they can start by following general sleep hygiene guidelines. ShuteEye [2] is one previous system which uses the person’s phone to display these guidelines in an actionable way. For more serious issues, a patient must undergo an overnight polysomnographic study (PSG), in which they sleep with various monitors and electrodes attached to their bodies [4, 48], but this procedure cannot be performed frequently as it is expensive and obtrusive. Low-cost alternatives to professional sleep tracking include smartphone applications and wrist-worn devices, such as Fitbit, which leverage a built-in accelerometer to employ actigraphy [22, 37, 44], a technique which infers sleep and wake states based on the person’s movement patterns. However, such devices mainly gather data and show summary statistics and general sleep tips.
Some non-clinical sleep studies have also focused on building systems that use various sensors to detect sleep events or predict sleep quality [32, 25, 19, 14]. While the accelerometer is the best feature to use when predicting sleep duration [9], it may be less accurate when placed further away from the body. To overcome these shortcomings, SleepBandits employs both accelerometer and microphone amplitude data to estimate sleep metrics such as time to fall asleep.

Overall, existing consumer apps provide mainly descriptive statistics and do not guide users through self-experiments. The system presented in this paper, SleepBandits, is the first system to implement a Bayesian approach to guided self-experiments.

**DESIGN PRINCIPLES FOR GUIDED SELF-EXPERIMENTS**

Previous studies have shown the need for a self-experimentation system that both maximizes user agency and introduces scientific rigor to how people run such experiments in their daily lives. Building upon recent related work [14, 45, 23, 24], we chose to focus on two main questions while developing a set of design principles for guided self-experiments: (1) How can we create a system that grants user agency in the self-experiments to address the tension between scientific rigor and the demands of everyday life?, and (2) How do we calculate results from these experiments and present them to the users in an intuitive and ongoing manner?

The four principles listed below aim to aid in addressing the needs of novice self-experimenters and in designing systems that support flexible self-experimentation. While there are other principles that could play a role in the effectiveness of such systems, we chose these four to focus on based on prior research [14, 23, 39, 45]:

- **Guided Agency** refers to the need not only to provide flexibility to users to select their self-experiment hypothesis and length, but also to give them guidance by nudging their choices towards the best practices (as illustrated by the findings in [12, 14, 23]). This can be accomplished through providing experiment length suggestions, a short-list of first-time experiments, or a recommended, auto-generated experiment schedule.

- **Scientific Rigor** needs to be introduced in the experiment, for example by incorporating randomization to help account for confounding variables, since novices often do not account for them in their own designs (as shown in [12]). Randomizing the experimental condition is one way to accomplish this, and our approach uses Thompson Sampling to display one condition more frequently but still at random.

- **Tolerance** refers to the need to accommodate real-life circumstances such as missing data and lack of compliance to the experimental condition because if the experimental design is too rigid, novices will not be able to follow it (as only 1 of the 13 participants in [45] managed to finish an experiment). An ‘as-treated’ analysis can be applied to calculate an experiment result despite the user not following the randomized study schedule perfectly. However, the effect of the experiment can also be calculated with an ‘as-instructed’ approach, and both results can be shown to the user to emphasize how much deviation from the study schedule has lowered the scientific rigor of the results.

- **Comprehensibility** refers to presenting the experiment results in an easy-to-interpret way, rather than the p-values that can be challenging for novices (as shown in [14, 23]). One way to do that is to present probabilities generated from Bayesian analysis [28, 46], such as Thompson Sampling.

**SLEEPBANDITS SYSTEM**

To demonstrate the value of our design principles, we implement them in SleepBandits, a system for self-experiments for sleep. SleepBandits is comprised of two components: an interactive Android smartphone application and a backend server that stores the data and performs the analysis.

The SleepBandits mobile application was designed to work without any interaction with the researchers and run on various Android OS versions and Android smartphone models. The application collects sleep data by using the device’s built-in microphone and accelerometer to track sound amplitude and the user’s movements during the night, so the phone must be placed on the bed overnight (Figure 1(d)). Unlike traditional sleep tracking studies, users do not have to keep a diary of manual entries with their sleep statistics.

When users go to bed, they open the SleepBandits application and tap the “Track Sleep” button (Figure 1(a)) to begin collecting data. When they wake up in the morning, they tap the “Wake up” button to stop tracking (Figure 2(b)), and the application compresses then uploads the encrypted data to the server. The server decodes the received data, calculates time to fall asleep and awakenings per hour, and sends back an encrypted version of this data in a few seconds. The app then decrypts it and sends a push notification to the user. Clicking into the notification, the user sees a summary of their sleep factors (Figure 1(c)): time to fall asleep, number of awakenings, and hours slept. This gives the user immediate feedback on their previous night’s sleep quality. Keeping track of the data is done automatically, minimizing the burden of self-tracking.

**List of Self-Experiments**

According to our Guided Agency principle, the system must provide users with the ability to select their own experimental hypothesis, while limiting their options in order to guide complete novices towards more scientifically based experiments. Thus, SleepBandits contains a list of 26 possible interventions, some of which are shown in Figure 1(b). We developed this list by using general sleep hygiene guidelines [18] as a starting point. We then surveyed medical literature and sleep research journals for habit recommendations. Finally, we recruited three experts to refine the list: a clinical psychologist with experience in behavior change, an expert in behavioral sleep medicine, and a psychologist and geneticist who focuses on how individual differences relate to health outcomes. All of the experiments on the list were purposefully selected as interventions that someone can try on a given day (e.g., earplugs, chamomile tea, room temperature) and immediately see same-night effects, minimizing carryover effect.

Following the Guided Agency principle, our expert collaborators selected the most appropriate first-time experiments (i.e.,
those that were both most likely to be helpful and required the least effort to implement). These six are the only ones that users see when first selecting an experiment during the onboarding process, which helps nudge them towards selecting a valid initial experiment without being overwhelmed by choice (Figure 2(d)). However, once in the app, users can see all 26 in the “Experiments” tab and change to a new one at any time.

Self-Experiment Variables
In accordance with the Guided Agency principle, SleepBandits also lets users to select one of three common sleep variables: (1) time to fall asleep, (2) number of awakenings during the night, and (3) the user-reported rating of how tired they feel upon awakening. The first two are common aspects of sleep that are tracked with actigraphy sensors in sleep studies, while subjective sleep quality is often reported via paper diaries [44, 5]. We chose not to include sleep duration or timing since people’s schedules, not the interventions on our list, predominantly determine those factors. While sleep quality is complex, we chose to start with the simplest experiments, so users are asked to select only one variable to focus on for each experiment, with the default being “time to fall asleep” since it is the most common sleep complaint in US adults [42].

To determine how long a user takes to fall asleep, SleepBandits employs a heuristic from the sleep literature that was previously used in SleepCoacher [14]. The limitation of this heuristic is that it uses a static threshold to determine whether someone is awake or asleep. If a user places their phone closer to their body, the data would show more awakenings than if they kept the phone further away. There is a trade-off between static and dynamic thresholds: personalizing the threshold would require at least a week of sleep data for calibration before analysis can begin, so we chose the static one in order to show results as early as possible.

Interface and User Flow Design Choices
The “Home” tab contains three sections, organized in a hierarchical manner: “Tonight’s Condition” is at the top, followed by the current experiment and current results (Figure 1(a)). “Tonight’s Condition” is critical as it incorporates randomization in the experiment and guides the users on what to do each day which is at the heart of the experiment. For example, for the “Earplugs” experiment, the condition would be to “wear earplugs” on some days and to “not wear earplugs” on others. This design was based on our Scientific Rigor principle, as randomization helps account for confounding variables.

The “Home” tab also contains the floating button to “Track Sleep,” a common Android UI element that calls the user to the main action. Once users tap on “Track Sleep,” a pop-up (Figure 2(a)) asks them to rate how tired they feel using a visual scale with five emojis that we designed to match the states between “very sleepy” and “very awake.” Here, the user is also able to tag anything else that they did during the day that might have affected their sleep.

The pop-up also (Figure 2(b)) asks users whether or not they had adhered to “Today’s Condition.” For example, if the user was required to perform an activity during the day, such as “exercise for 30 minutes,” the pop-up would ask them if they had actually completed the task. For overnight instructions such as “listen to an audiobook,” we chose to ask the adherence question the following morning, having a pop-up appear when users tap “Wake up” (Figure 2(b)). This implementation, related to the Tolerance principle, was inspired by early informal iterations of the app in which users complained that they forgot to actually listen to an audiobook even though they said that they would, but there was no way to edit their adherence for the night. While the app could have automatically tracked the adherence to some interventions, we
chose to keep the design consistent and ask for the manual input of the adherence to all experiments.

According to the Tolerance principle, the system needs to be able to accommodate real-life experiment compliance. To address that in SleepBandits, we applied an “as-treated” analysis [20], meaning that the difference of means was calculated according to the way users actually behaved rather than what condition they were assigned for each day.

Presentation of the Self-Experiment Result
SleepBandits collects data about the user and, after a few nights, uses Thompson Sampling to determine which experimental condition is more likely to improve the user’s sleep. To incorporate our Comprehensibility principle, we had to consider how to display these results to users, some of whom might be inexperienced with statistics.

Before these results are calculated, the displayed in-app result states that there is a 50% chance that either condition will be better for sleep. After enough nights of data are collected (2 or 5 nights per condition, depending on the study group), the result changes to what is shown in Figure 2(c). This design was based on multiple informal iterations with users and feedback from the clinicians. In larger font is the conclusion of the experiment: “So far, you sleep better when you DON’T wear socks to sleep.” This sentence was added because users noted that the text and percentage were confusing without it.

Below that, three numbers display the likelihood that the condition (“not wearing socks”) is helping (76%), the size of the effect (6 minutes), and the duration of the experiment so far (12 nights)(Fig. 2(c)). The likelihood percent is based on the Thompson Sampling algorithm, and we discuss how it is calculated in the “Thompson Sampling” subsection below. Research shows that the difference of means is one of the best analysis methods for self-experiments due to its simplicity [12, 47]. Lastly, the sentence at the bottom places the numbers in context and summarizes the conclusion of the experiment. This way, the system provides users with information they can understand, in order to help them draw informed conclusions. Following the Guided Agency principle, we set a minimal length of the experiment (4 nights or 10 nights depending on the study condition), but users are free to continue their experiment for as long as they would like beyond that.

METHOD
We conducted a user study reviewed by our institution’s Human Subjects Office between June 1, 2018 and September 1, 2019. After many iterations, the app was published to the Google Play Store in May 2018 for anyone to download. SleepBandits appeared as a regular sleep application with the appropriate affiliations and informed consent built into the app and description. All participants were people who downloaded the application voluntarily. They agreed to participate in the study and were given the agency to start or stop using the application whenever they liked. Users were not paid monetary compensation for their participation.

Users were randomly assigned to one of two groups – the “4-night group” or the “10-night group” – to determine how many nights to require before displaying a self-experiment’s result. In the 4-night group, users had to follow each condition for at least 2 nights (e.g., earplugs on 2 nights and no earplugs on another 2 nights). In the 10-night group, users had to comply with at least 5 nights of each condition. We selected these group lengths based on the standards for single-case intervention research design by Kratochwill et al. [27] which require each phase of an AB phase design to have 3–5 data points. Thus, the 10-night group followed a traditional 5-day per phase AB design. The results from this group were compared to those from the 4-night group. This was designed
to test the limits of this approach by being shorter than the minimum recommended standard.

SleepBandits was downloaded over 5,000 times from the Google Play store. As per our ethics protocol, agreement to the consent form and an email address are required in order to use the app. From these downloads, 1,781 resulted in registered users. We excluded 51 users from analysis due to self-identification of having a sleep disorder or taking potentially sleep influencing medication, both of which would interfere with the study results. Of the remaining users, 365 tracked their sleep for at least 1 night (39% female, 60% male, 1% other/prefer not to disclose; age range between 18 and 85 (M=33, SD=12)). This retention rate is typical for such apps because 21% of users only open an app once [30]. Overall, we collected 1,859 nights of sleep, totaling over 14,200 hours.

Finally, we conducted remote semi-structured interviews with 10 participants (5 female, 5 male) from different study groups (5 from each group) who had been using SleepBandits for various amounts of time (between 0 and 27 nights). Of these interviewees, 4 did not complete any experiments. Of the remaining 6, 4 said they improved their sleep. The goal was to get a better understanding of why they used the app for as long as they did, what challenges they faced, and what their overall impression of the flexible approach was.

**Participant Recruiting**

Understanding behavior change and self-experimentation is challenging in a lab setting, since being in a (usually paid) study leads to different behaviors than people would naturally have outside a study [29]. To recruit a natural audience, we mimicked the marketing techniques of existing sleep tracking products by posting on social news and product launch websites, advertising on sleep forums, optimizing search engine results, and creating paid online marketing campaigns. We also aimed for organic discovery in the Google Play Store. While our study does not focus on different user acquisition channels, we wanted to find users “in the wild” who would be motivated by only what the SleepBandits app itself offered.

This approach allows us to realize results that are less affected by experimenter bias which is important for personal informatics applications – especially those aimed at understanding behavior change. Specifically, while we know that tracking fatigue is one of the most common reasons people lose interest in behavior change and self-improvement through personal informatics [10, 12], we only have a qualitative understanding of it. Experiments to identify how to overcome tracking fatigue or reduce it are nonexistent because measuring it naturally is difficult. There exists a trade-off between the challenge of tracking fatigue and the benefits of tracking. There is also a natural tension between the desire to have more days of data, a larger N, and seeing a result quickly and moving on to other experiments or other apps. The typical uninstall rate for an app is 28% [34], the one-month retention rate is 43% [30], and 21% of users only use an app once [30]. Therefore, behavior change and self-experiment applications in the wild must be designed with a strong focus on guided agency, scientific rigor, tolerance, and comprehensibility.

Furthermore, achieving success with voluntary users can potentially allow us to study a larger population. Most user studies tend to comprise of 10–40 users [6] as there is a natural limit to the amount of time and effort researchers can spend recruiting and engaging with participants. However, behavior studies in everyday life naturally have a lot of noise due to the variation in people’s days or personalities. The format of self-experiments using traditional statistics where users follow a set study schedule for a long duration is a poor user experience. Users may get tired or frustrated with the lack of timely results, but seeing intermediate results, or “peeking,” reduces the statistical validity of the experiment. Experiments can also be inconclusive even at their completion (when \( p > 0.05 \)), leading to wasted time and uncertainty if the problem was a lack of statistical power. Thus, since self-experiments are about self-discovery, if users are not discovering anything about themselves, they will halt the experiment early.

From this, we conclude that analyzing real user data gives us a sense of what behavior change is like in the wild, since they are using an actual product rather than a research prototype. As such, rather than running a typical lab study, we deployed SleepBandits using traditional online user acquisition techniques. While this required spending more time making it compatible with many operating system versions and fixing bugs that arose from poor networks or unusual system configurations, we ended up with a system that provides benefit to any potential user. This is similar to Harvard’s Lab in the Wild [41] or Citizen Science, but rather than using a survey or online questionnaire, we offer benefits from using a sleep-tracking application. We accept the challenge by Bernstein et al., [3], “to stop treating a small amount of voluntary use as a failure, and instead recognize it as success. Most systems studies in human-computer interaction have to pay participants to come in and use research prototypes. Any voluntary use is better than many HCI research systems will see.”

**Thompson Sampling**

As data is collected, SleepBandits updates the parameters of a beta distribution for each experimental condition (e.g., audiobook and no audiobook), which indicates how likely an outcome is to occur. The outcome in this case is whether one experimental condition is better for the user than the other. The shape of the beta distribution is determined by the \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) shape parameters. The \( \alpha \) is calculated as some prior probability and updated with the number of successes (number of nights when sleep is better than some threshold). The \( \beta \) is based on the prior of the other experimental condition and the number of failures (number of nights when sleep is worse than the threshold). Figure 3 shows an example with success and failures compared to the threshold.

Once we have the \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) for each condition, we can create a beta distribution for each one. Next, we sample from each distribution 1000 times, and each time we get a probability for each of the two conditions (e.g., prob=0.7 for audiobook, prob=0.5 for no audiobook). The one with the higher probability (most likely to be helpful, i.e., audiobook) is returned. After 1,000 times, we count how many times each condition was returned (e.g., 660 audiobook, 340 no audiobook). In
this case, the likelihood the condition is helping is 66% for audiobook, and 34% for no audiobook; there is a 66% chance the user will be asked to listen to an audiobook.

Equation 1 shows that the goal in Thompson Sampling is to return the action $x_t$ from a set of actions $\chi = \{1, \ldots, K\}$ that maximizes the expected value $\mathbb{E}$, where $K$ is the number of conditions. Each observed value $y_t$ has an associated reward $r_t$. Observations and rewards are modeled by conditional probabilities $q_\theta(1|K) = \theta K$ and $q_\theta(0|K) = 1 - \theta K$, where $\theta$ is the beta distribution. $q_\theta$ is the expectation of $\theta$, based on the random sample that the algorithm draws from the distribution.

$$x_t \leftarrow \mathrm{argmax}_{x \in \chi} \mathbb{E}_{q_\theta}[r(y_t)|x_t = x]$$ (1)

As shown in Figure 4, when a new data point arrives on the fifth day, the beta distribution for “no audiobook” is updated, and the current likelihood of audiobooks improving the target sleep outcome is estimated to be 62%. However, as a few more nights of sleep are tracked, the beta distributions keep updating and the likelihood increases to 84% (Figure 5).

In this study, we focused on just one intervention at a time as the first step to applying Thompson Sampling to self-experiments. However, it is important to note that it can be used to compare multiple interventions as well. For example, instead of the conditions being “earplugs” and “no earplugs,” they could be “earplugs,” “eyemask,” and “socks.”

**Experiment Adherence and Duration**

In a rigorous scientific setting and in previous studies [45, 14], participants are asked to use the systems in a constrained manner and to follow a specific schedule. However, our study gave participants complete freedom on how to use the application.

To introduce randomization in the experiments and encourage scientific rigor, SleepBandits users were informed about which condition to follow each day (e.g., wear earplugs or do not wear earplugs). As shown in Figure 2(b), each day, participants were asked whether they followed the app’s suggestions. However, as seen in previous research [14, 23, 45], users experience unexpected life events that prevent them from adhering to the correct experimental condition for that night. Thus, instead of excluding the nights when users do the wrong condition, we retain all the data. We recognize that this introduces a limitation in the self-experiments since the conditions in each night are not strictly randomized. People adhere to the behavioral recommendation in only about 50% of the cases [14], so this trades off some control in the randomized controlled trial configuration to accommodate natural user behavior.

**FINDINGS**

The goal of this study was to implement the design principles for guided self-experiments into a robust self-experimentation system. We chose to explore these themes in the sleep domain with SleepBandits, but the principles are extensible to other domains for future research.

Here, we present quantitative results along with user feedback from both the 4-night and 10-night groups. To get more context around how people were using SleepBandits, we conducted a thematic analysis on the 10 in-depth interviews. Due to the qualitative nature of this data, we did not seek measurable differences between the two groups.

**Flexibility to Choose Self-Experiment and Target Variable**

Following the Guided Agency principle, SleepBandits presents users with a list of experiments that have been pre-approved by experts as being beneficial for the general public. This is helpful because previous studies have shown that people often pick a behavior change they want to implement despite not necessarily knowing whether it is suitable for self-experimentation [12]. Unlike participants in the TummyTrials study [23], the ones in SleepBandits did not receive guidance from researchers on which experiment or variable to pick.

The most commonly selected first-time experiment in SleepBandits was “Relax before bed” (21% of all first-time picks). Interviewees who selected this experiment liked the low effort and preparation it required. SleepBandits also presents users with three commonly tracked sleep variables and allows the user to select one. While we expected time to fall asleep to be most commonly selected, only 39% of users selected it, whereas 46% of users selected how refreshed one felt in the morning. Most interviewees pointed out that a sign of a good night of sleep was waking up rested, which highlights the importance of letting users decide what to focus on.

Our flexible approach gives users control over what experiments to conduct, with the option to switch at any time. All interviewees thought that the ability to choose your own self-experiment was helpful, particularly for novices because, as P2 said, “you can tailor it more closely to your life.”

**Adherence to Instructions: Balancing Scientific Rigor and Everyday Life**

Previous studies show that people do not intuitively randomize their conditions [12], even though it helps decrease the effect of confounding variables [21]. Following the Scientific Rigor principle, SleepBandits automatically randomizes which condition users are instructed to follow each day. While interviewees noted that the daily guidance was helpful, users only adhered to the instructions 60% of the time on average (SD=38%). The average adherence rates among previous such studies ranged from 22.5% in QuantifyMe [45], to 53% in SleepCoacher [14], and 95% in TummyTrials [23]. In comparison, the median adherence reported in randomized controlled
trials was 88.4% (range: 48%–100%) [53]. SleepBandits employed an “as-treated analysis,” meaning that it used all data points from a given user to calculate their result, even if some points did not adhere to the app’s instructions for that day [20]. While this reduced the effect of the randomization, a system focused solely on rigor would discard a lot of data, making experiments take substantially longer and discouraging users. Thus, SleepBandits applies the Tolerance principle and handles adherence rates with high variability, since this reflects the way people conduct self-experiments in the wild.

**Effect of Minimum Experiment Length on Completion**
In rigorous in-lab studies with systems like SleepCoacher and QuantifyMe [14, 45], which employed AB phase designs, participants were asked to conduct a single self-experiment over the course of weeks (16 days in [45] and 21 days in [14]), before they saw a result. TummyTrials [23] was designed to allow users to set an experiment with as few as 3 days per condition, but they only conducted a study with a set length of 12 days. The long study duration was found to lead to tracking fatigue, so SleepBandits aimed to explore whether a shorter duration led to better results.

SleepBandits employed the Guided Agency principle to set a required minimum number of days before a result was shown, but then let participants continue with the experiments for longer if they wanted to. All interviewees found this flexible length helpful. Nine of them thought that the required minimum number of days was fine, but most wished for a graph of their data throughout the experiment. Two of the three interviewees in the 10-night group who never reached a result (Figure 2(c)), represented the likelihood that the intervention was helping them.

This natural usage of the app could be the reason why participants in the shorter 4-night group were almost three times more likely to reach a result than those in the 10-night group: thirty-one of the participants (17%) in the 4-night group reached a result, compared to seventeen of those (7%) in the 10-night group ($\chi^2=19.9, p < 0.01$). This highlights the need for systems that allow users to see results earlier since their natural inclination will likely be to conduct shorter self-experiments. That way, people will be able to learn something quantitative about themselves and make informed decisions about their behavior change choices. For the purposes of this paper, we also conducted a traditional t-test analysis on the users’ data, which revealed that none of them would have reached a statistically significant result at the end of their experiments ($p < 0.05$).

**Percent of users with at least this many nights tracked per group**

This overall number of nights tracked followed a similar trend in both groups of users. Around the fifth night, however, there is a dip in the percentage of users from the 4-night group that tracked their sleep (which is when those users saw a result in the app).

**Reasons for Users Ending the Experiment**

Once users reached the required minimum number of days in each condition, they were shown a result (Figure 2(c)), representing the likelihood that the intervention was helping them.
At that point, they were free to continue with the same experiment and collect more data points or to end this experiment by moving on to a new one or by discontinuing app use.

Four of the six interviewees who reached a result (regardless of their group) explained that they stopped using SleepBandits because they did not want to keep their phone on the bed, as it was either impractical or uncomfortable. Personal issues, such as health or traveling, were another common reason for ending the experiment. Other reasons included wanting to have their sleep tracked more passively, without the need to manually start and stop tracking, as well as to know more details about their sleep such as graphs of their sleep stages during the night.

Overall, the interviewees’ reasons for discontinuing use of SleepBandits were centered around circumstances beyond their control, or wanting features that further visualize their data and alleviate the burden of tracking.

Confidence in the Thompson Sampling Likelihood Score
Overall, users who saw either a very high likelihood percent or one between 50% and 60% were more likely to continue the experiment, whereas those who saw likelihoods in the middle range (65%-85%) were more likely to stop tracking. The median likelihood on the first day of the results for those who continued tracking further was 84% (M=77%, SD=16%), whereas those who stopped tracking as soon as they reached a result saw a median likelihood of 65% (M=69%, SD=15%). The interviewees mirrored these findings: those with initial scores under 65% or above 85% talked about wanting to track their sleep longer. On average, the 48 users who reached a result saw a likelihood of 79% on the last day of their experiment. Overall, the principles behind our flexible approach increase user agency by letting users conduct the experiment until they are satisfied with the confidence level of their result.

Usefulness of the SleepBandits System
With this system, we are able to identify the most popular and helpful experiments in order to further iterate on the list. Four experiments were completed by at least five users: exercising for 30 minutes (where 5 of 9 users who completed it improved their target variable), wearing socks to sleep (4 of 8 users improved), listening to white noise or music (2 of 5 users improved), and relaxing before bed (1 of 5 users improved). We are also able to track which target variable improved the most. For example, users whose goal was to reduce their time to fall asleep saw an average difference of 7 minutes (SD=8.4 minutes). In comparison, people fall asleep just 12 minutes faster when they take popular prescription pills, which often have side effects [40].

In general, 17 of the 31 participants (55%) who reached a result in the 4-night group improved their target variable when implementing the intervention, compared to 11 of the 17 (65%) in the 10-night group. This could be due to certain interventions not necessarily having a positive effect in the first few days, but leading to improvements in the long term. For example, earplugs can be uncomfortable at first, but we eventually get used to them and they improve our sleep overall. Future iterations of this system can identify such interventions and suggest a longer experimental duration.

Overall, all interviewees stated that they would recommend SleepBandits to someone wanting to conduct a sleep-related self-experiment, and nine of them said they learned something about how to improve their sleep. All interviewees who saw a result said that it was presented in a clear and understandable manner and that they were able to make a behavior change decision based on it, demonstrating the application of the Comprehensibility principle in SleepBandits. P7 stated that “it’s easy to use and gives you immediate feedback, and if you have this information, it could also help you change your habits, and that’s powerful.” While the interviewees were a self-selecting group, most of them were conducting self-experiments for the first time, so their feedback was valuable and led to multiple suggestions for optimizing the approach.

Suggested Improvements
During the interview, participants were also asked how the app and experimentation approach could be further improved to better fit their self-experimentation needs. Three interviewees said they would like to see other people’s success rates for the experiments because it would help them pick which one to undertake. One participant also wanted to see for how long other people conducted each experiment. His intuition was that experiments that lead to subtle changes should be conducted for longer. Two interviewees specifically said that it would have been nice to be nudged to do another self-experiment after the results of their current one reached a stable point. By far, most interviewees who never finished an experiment stated that they wished the application was able to track their sleep automatically, without having to turn it on every day, and without having to keep the phone on the bed.

In summary, the aspects that participants most appreciated in SleepBandits were those that gave them agency over their experiments: the ability to see a result early, as well as the ability to pick their own experiment and target. Overall, participants thought that the flexible approach was suitable for novice self-experimenters, but that there are some changes that can make it more effective. We consider the implications of these findings in the Discussion section below.

DISCUSSION
Shortened Duration of the Self-Experiments
At their core, the design principles behind SleepBandits aim to maximize user agency and find a balance between scientific rigor and how people run self-experiments as part of their everyday lives. We built on existing systems such as QuantifyMe, TummyTrials, and SleepCoacher to explore the challenges with the guided yet flexible approach. We compared a more traditional 10-night study with a shorter 4-night one. By applying a Bayesian approach, we were able to calculate results of the experiment after just four data points, and our study showed that users found the presentation of the Thompson Sampling results to be clear and concise.

To check how consistent results were over time, we focused on the users who had at least 5 nights in each condition, regardless of their assigned study group (N=19). We find that there was a 17% average difference (SD=11%) between the likelihood percentages after two nights in each condition and after five...
nights in each condition. The average difference in time to fall asleep was 2 minutes (SD=8). Thus, the results in general were relatively consistent throughout the experiment, but there was high variability between users. Shorter experiments might not be appropriate for every user, so future work can explore ways to identify users for whom a longer study might lead to more stable results. Overall, we find that by presenting the results while users are still interested in them, the system empowers people to make educated decisions about their health.

However, it is important to consider the ethical implications of systems that deliver such prescriptive results to users. SleepBandits calculated the results for users in the shorter group after just 2 days per condition, a duration that might be too short for statistical rigor. With the language and framing of the result sentence we tried to convey that the result is just an estimate of the probability that represents how likely a condition is to be helpful, but it is crucial to consider whether such results could be misleading to the novice user. Future work should keep this implication into account, as we need to further explore the role of technologies like SleepBandits.

Challenges in the Existing Design Principles
An important takeaway from this work is the need to balance the tradeoffs between design principles. SleepBandits was not designed to directly increase user engagement, but it provides users with agency over how much they adhere to the daily instructions, as well as how long they conduct the experiment. However, this agency comes with low adherence rates and dropouts during the study: as shown in Figure 6, most participants only tracked for one night. This shows that the principles we have focused on might not be enough to encourage sustained user engagement. Further work is needed to refine SleepBandits with the help of insights from previous work on user engagement [15, 7]. To increase adoption, future systems should be tolerant towards low adherence and alleviate the stress on the user by adding features such as the ability to keep their phone on a nightstand, using the microphone as a secondary sensor for detecting when the user is asleep, and graphs to visualize overall progress of the target variable.

Nudging Users Towards Most Helpful Recommendations
As noted before, participants were more likely to choose one of the first recommendations, so apps for self-experiments should prioritize the ones that are most likely to be helpful for the largest number of people. This is in accordance with the Nudge theory [49] which states that the healthiest choices should be those that are most readily available. Self-experimentation systems also need to set the most appropriate defaults for each experiment. For example, we had set “time to fall asleep” as the default target variable, but users often chose a different one. Perhaps the default target variable should change for each experiment. As one interviewee pointed out, systems could even nudge people towards the optimal length for each experiment depending on the expected result. As we saw in our results, if users manage to improve their target variable in their first experiment, they are more inclined to conduct another one. Additionally, future systems can even identify cohorts of similar users and recommend experiments that other people comparable to the given user found helpful.

Increasing Agency over Result Details
One trend from the participant interviews was that they often conducted a self-experiment with something that they had heard about or even tried before. Thus, participants often already had a preconceived notion of whether it was helping them sleep better or not. They then either kept using SleepBandits until the results agreed with that preconceived notion, or they stopped using the app altogether when the findings did not match their mental model. This trend has important implications: how can we design future systems in a way that both helps the user keep an open mind about the outcome and enhances the credibility of the results? If users are able to view all the details of their experimental results, they might trust the system’s findings more than their initial hunches.

Limitations
The current implementation of SleepBandits focuses only on interventions with minimal carryover effect. For experiments that have a carryover effect, future systems can apply an AB phase design and other lessons from [14, 45, 27]. In this work we found that users prefer to conduct shorter self-experiments, but two days per condition might be too short, so we will increase the minimum number of days in the system to 3 per condition (6 nights), as recommended by the standards in [27]. Additionally, the findings here are based on a novel system released in the wild, but further research in self-experimentation is needed to determine optimal practices and design choices.

CONCLUSION
This work presents a set of design principles for systems for flexible self-experiments that focus on guided agency, scientific rigor, tolerance, and comprehensibility. We implemented this approach in SleepBandits, an integrated open-source system that includes a sleep-tracking app, which allows people to run self-experiments on their sleep. Our experimental results are computed using the Bayesian approach of Thompson Sampling and are continuously updated to provide a tentative outcome and its certainty.

Based on data from 365 active users, we investigated which aspects of the approach are most enticing to users and what helped them successfully conduct a self-experiment and reach a conclusion. We find that people who conducted shorter self-experiments (4 nights vs 10 nights) were almost three times more likely to reach a result. We also discovered that users who received a likelihood in the range between 65% and 85% were convinced by the results, whereas those with very high or low likelihood scores chose to continue the experiment. We can build on the lessons learned from implementing these principles for self-experiments in sleep, and apply them to other domains such as mental health and physical well-being. As self-tracking becomes easier and more common, people will be able to benefit more from new statistical approaches that provide them with personalized recommendations.
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